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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A Citrix Architect needs to design a disaster recovery (DR) XenApp and XenDesktop Site that will be hosted
in Citrix Cloud and Microsoft Azure. The DR Site is expected to support 2,000 Desktop OS Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA)
machines. 

The architect should include_________Cloud Connectors in the Azure resource location, each with a minimum
of___________vCPUs and__________GB of RAM to avoid unnecessary over-provisioning of resources and follow
Citrix leading practices. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. 3; 2; 4 

B. 3; 4; 4 

C. 3; 4; 8 

D. 2; 4; 4 

E. 1; 2; 4 

F. 2; 4; 8 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 2

A Citrix Architect is designing a new XenApp and XenDesktop environment. The IT team would like to deploy Windows
10 persistent VDI and Windows Server 2016 non-persistent hosted shared desktops. 

The IT team has used physical servers in the past to host the IT infrastructure but would like to move to a hypervisor
solution for the new environment. At the same time, the hardware and storage costs for the new deployment should be
minimized where possible. 

The IT team has requested there are no company-wide outages during hardware updates and maintenance. 

The architect should recommend that failover clusters and live migration be used for _____________ and that these
resource clusters should use ___________storage. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. Citrix infrastructure only; SAN 

B. Citrix infrastructure only; local 

C. all XenApp and XenDesktop components; SAN 

D. all XenApp and XenDesktop components; local 

E. Citrix infrastructure and dedicated desktops only; local 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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Scenario: While assessing the User Layer, a Citrix Architect finds that most of the internal users connect using
corporate-owned laptops, desktop devices, and thin clients. Many of these laptops and desktop devices are running
Windows 10, while the remainder of the machines are running Windows 7 and are in the process of being migrated to
Windows 10. Some users also connect using personal devices which have Receiver Desktop Lock installed. 

Currently, Citrix Receiver is manually installed on any endpoint device added to the company. All these devices use
Citrix Receiver version 4.8 and above. The IT team is planning to automate a process to update all the devices with the
latest version of Citrix Receiver and to automate another process for automatic installation of Citrix Receiver without
incurring extra costs and maintenance. 

During the initial testing of the Citrix Receiver Auto-Update feature, the architect observed that the Citrix Receiver Auto-
Update feature does NOT work on some of the machines. 

Which two reasons could be causing this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Citrix Receiver Auto-Update is disabled on machines where Receiver Desktop Lock is installed. 

B. The Citrix receiver Auto-Update feature needs to be configured before Receiver Desktop Lock is configured. 

C. The user does NOT have local administrative permission on the endpoint device. 

D. The local Advanced Preferences within Citrix Receiver were incorrectly configured. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A Citrix Architect needs to design a single-Site XenApp and XenDesktop environment. Through earlier design
discussions, the architect has determined the environment details listed in the Exhibit. 
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What should the architect change in the current environment to align with Citrix leading practices? 

A. A Delivery Controller should be removed from the Site. 

B. The Delivery Controller and StoreFront roles should NOT be co-located on the same server. 

C. The existing Delivery Controllers should be allocated with an additional 2 GB of RAM each. 

D. A Delivery Controller should be added to the Site. 

E. The existing Delivery Controllers should be allocated with an additional CPU each. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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Scenario: A Citrix Architect needs to manage the disaster recovery process for a XenApp and XenDesktop environment.
The environment currently consists of an active datacenter which is typically accessed by used and a disaster recovery
(DR) datacenter which would be used in the event that a disaster impacts the primary datacenter. The overall
environment has been designed to actively replicate user data and application data from the primary datacenter
recovery datacenter using Microsoft DFS-R. Management has made it a proirity to minimize the loss of data when failing
over between datacenters. Due to an earthquake, the primary datacenter suffers a major outage that affects multiple
components. Management has decided to fail over the DR datacenter, and the architect has blocked access to the
primary datacenter to prevent new attempts to connect to the XenApp and XenDesktop Site there. 

Which three actions must the architect perform to meet the company priorities before enabling access to the DR
datacenter? (Choose three.) 

A. Complete data replication from the primary datacenter to the DR datacenter. 

B. Monitor the automated failover process. 

C. Transport backup data repositories to the DR datacanter. 

D. Codifier data replication from the DR datacenter to the primary datacenter. 

E. Drain existing sessions from the primary datacenter. 

F. Evaluate the condition of the XenApp and XenDesktop environment in the primary datacenter. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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